
creative digital solutions



The best solutions are often simple, yet unexpected.



About us
Born out of the ambition of its two young founding partners 

to channel their experience in IT and the corporate sector 

into a major entrepreneurial project in the year 2000, today 

Softfobia leads a group of businesses developing digital 

solutions. 

Still today, the key elements of Softfobia’s winning formula 

are robust technological skills and business enthusiasm 

enriched over time by the contributions of creative talent.

The result is obvious to all: complex solutions which 

until very recently were reserved for large companies 

and organizations, now made accessible to small and 

medium companies, contributing to improving their 

competitiveness.

Softfobia’s mantra is constant innovation. It was among 

the first companies in Italy to invest in new publishing 

system models, content management systems, blogs and 

communities, now used by leading companies which have 

appreciated their uniqueness and extraordinary quality/

price ratio over the past 15 years.

Since 2005, with the rapid growth of the digital economy 

and the emergence of new partners with significant 

technological skills, Softfobia continues to grow at an ever 

increasing rate and is looking to international markets to 

definitively consolidate its brand.

Today, more than thirty professionals work to 
develop identities, strategies and digital products 
in the four offices of the group of companies, 
creating value by beginning with a single idea: 
yours.



Our group
Over the past few years, Softfobia has 

opted to pursue a horizontal growth 

path with the acquisition of shares 

in relevant companies bringing 

specific complementary know-how to 

increase its value proposition to the 

Clients: tourism marketing, interaction 

design, mobile, e-commerce.

Today, alongside Softfobia, 

companies benefit from the expertise 

of Pavoneggi for the creation of web 

solutions for tourism, that of Riganera 

for visual and interaction design, and 

that of Unclick, an innovative start-up 

which has developed a very powerful 

tool for the rapid development 

of effective web and e-commerce 

solutions and native mobile 

applications on the iOS, Android and 

WindowsMobile platforms.



Capabilities

Creativity
Naming, branding, corporate identity

Copy writing, editing, tone of voice

Advertising design

Interaction design + User interface design

Game design

Broadcast, motion graphics, video content creation

2D / 3d illustration and animation

Print, packaging and POS design + production

Sound design and music

Web
Websites data responsive

E-commerce solutions

Social network development

Webapp, interactive game, 

widget

Product configurators

Browser app

Technology
Technical architecture design, implementation

Desktop application development

Web application (desktop, mobile, web)

E-commerce and cross-channel commerce

Content and asset management

Technology audit and analysis

Integration and deployment strategy

Agile design and development

Social platforms and applications

Single sign-on

Maintenance strategy

Mobile
Mobile and tablet development (apps + web)

Paywall publishing system

Collaborative platform

QRcode advertising

Digital publishing

Mobile advertising programs

Kiosks and digital point of sale

Social
Social apps development

Gaming and gamification management

Contest management

Community management

Editorial management

Social analytics

Strategy
Brand placement

Content

Marketing + advertising

Innovation + digital engagement planning

Social media 

Account planning

Gamification

Loyalty

Brand experience design

Marketing
Media planning

Multi-channel, cross-platform advertising

Cross-linking, link-building

Gaming and gamification

DEM campaigns

SEO, SEM programs

Analysis
Marketing, media + placement

Competitive/comparative

Brand values, brand assets

Interaction, ergonomic, technological

Mistery shopping, store insights

Focus group + quality analysis



Many national and international brands have chosen 

Softfobia to develop their web projects, demanding 

challenges that have seen the quality and creativity 

of a small group win in a market which is ever more 

global and competitive.

But the greatest challenges are still to come: each 

day, technological progress and new social networks 

broaden the scope of our ideas, as well as the scope 

of your opportunities.

Our clients

Our clients include: GOOGLE, TISCALI, ARUBA.IT, 

TELECOM ITALIA, HENKEL, CONDÉ NAST, LBI, VIRGIN, 

DEAGOSTINI, ILSOLE24ORE, KIKO MAKE UP, RIZA.

IT, WIRED, BOTTEGA VERDE, STYLE.IT, ELEGANZIA, 

CONTADI CASTALDI, VANITY FAIR, BANCO POPOLARE, 

BANCA DI CAGLIARI, BANCA DI CREDITO SPORTIVO, 

ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA, AC MILAN, CAGLIARI CALCIO, 

MONDADORI, RETE 105, GLOSSIP MAKE UP, H-ART 

and much more…



Unclick is the professional solution for online tourism that 
permits simple and quick creation and management of 
your own responsive website. Configurable with different 
layouts, it offers a simple and intuitive administrative 
interface which can be used by non-experts. It is possible 
to load content through simple windows, also using the 

drag&drop function: video, photogallery, booking and 
articles are online in just a few clicks, including showcases 
of services and online reservations. It’s also possible to 
create an ad hoc layout based on a client’s needs for a 
completely effective solution (e.g. fullscreen slideshows 
which are personalizable and animated). 

Unclick Tourism is the ideal solution to easily and intuitively

create HTML5 sites for hospitality and tourism organizations:

its extremely intuitive interface and the power of the tools it offers

make it an effective and complete product.

In just a few clicks the site is already online, including a reservation module.

T O U R I S M

Our solutions



Shopmania is the most intuitive and powerful tool for the 
creation for web commerce, mobile and social solutions, 
producing extremely professional results. It includes 
product catalog management with descriptions and 
costings including promotions, image galleries, showcases, 
attributes (sizes, formats, colors), shipping costs and traffic 

monitoring for an efficient and profitable e-commerce 
solution. Completely SEO-oriented, it allows for advanced 
functionalities such as purchase without registering, 
management of business rules, different currencies and 
languages, mobile accessibility and social apps for direct 
purchase on smartphones and from fan pages.

Shopmania is a robust electronic commerce platform which stems from Softfobia’s 

year-on-year experience in the planning and development of e-commerce sites. It is 

completely personalizable and can be integrated to any existing feature or database, 

with a totally responsive interface and a very complete backend from which to manage 

the functionality of a completely strategic platform.

Our solutions



Beyond is an integrated system for the sale, distribution 
and viewing of editorial products in the form of digital 
editions. Publications which used to be on paper, such as 
books, newspapers and magazines, can be enriched with 
video, image galleries and interactive elements with an 
intuitive editing panel which can make any PDF a multi-

media experience. Beyond thus produces an iPad app 
integrated with the selling standard as a subscription or 
single edition on the Apple platform. In addition to all 
the standard functions such as bookmarks and notes, the 
viewer offers highlighting of text, the ability to add notes 
and easy high contrast reading.

Beyond is the ideal solution 

to transform a paper publication 

into an attractive multimedia application. 

It’s never been so easy to begin online distribution 

on iPad from a PDF file.

Our solutions



Today, Jogu is the ideal tool 

to increase brand awareness,

encourage strategic actions, 

obtain statistical data to improve the profiling 

of one’s reference targets, and much more.

Gamification is not a game, but the application of the 
dynamics and techniques of the game, effective because 
they are based on the scientific bases of human behavior 
in situations different from games. Today, gaming 
techniques allow companies to involve their clients and 
prospects with rewarding experiences, thus making 

them better equipped to easily reach their business 
and marketing goals. Jogu is the solution developed by 
Softfobia to enable anybody to develop and manage an 
effective gamification system within an existing platform 
(website, e-commerce, mobile app, community), through 
just a few simple, non-invasive integrations.
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Bincy is a complete solution to develop and manage 
different types of online contests such as Instant Win, 
social contests, multiple choice quizzes, serial questions, 
sending of SMS messages, and many others. It allows 
the integration of users’ off-line activities with interactions 
with objects or events in the real world thanks to the 

specific features including QR codes, sensors, e-Beacons 
or geo-targeting. In addition to the management of all the 
contests’ parameters, the backend generates a dedicated 
mini-site allowing for effective lead generation connected 
to existing communities and SSOs, and can also be used 
in conjunction with the gamification activities of Jogu.

With Bincy, it is easy to integrate or build lead generation 

and brand loyalty strategies through attractive, rewarding 

competitions. Complete management of the parameters and the automatic

generation of dedicated mini-sites allow for perfect integration with any strategy, 

and perfect synergy with Jogu’s gamification.
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